Pablo Benzo’s first solo show in Greece is a Celebration of Nostalgia and
Modernism as experienced in Contemporary Painting.
Mykonos, June 8th 2021 — Chilean painter Pablo Benzo joins Dio Horia for a residency in
Mykonos, leading into his first solo exhibition in Greece. The exhibition Some velvet morning
includes paintings and works on paper from the artist’s still life through cubism and abstraction
series and opens on June 12th in the presence of the artist.
Pablo Benzo has been creating his Still Life Paintings since 2011. These are still life works with
fruits and more recently with furniture, prompted by his interest in compositions, lines and colors
found in urban spaces which, he repurposes strictly from memory as formal elements to create new
constellations that are filled with energy. Each Still Life painting has its origin in a powerful
moment, usually an encounter with an object. Yet in spite of its figurative references, each work
remains non-linear in its representation and strictly formal in its conception. Benzo is not literally
painting still life works but adopts the flow and movement he sees in objects, in order to address
existential questions. As such, all his works are to be viewed both as exercises in color, composition,
line quality, opacity, sheen, and as semiotic studies of and between humans. In this respect Benzo’s
works are to be seen more as portraits that still life artworks.
Drawing inspiration from Impressionist and Cubist artists, Surrealist painters as well as Morandi,
Bacon, Magritte and others, Benzo approaches figuration not as a visual result but as a process. For
Benzo painting is a balance between technique and subject matter. His paintings arise from the
recognition that human beings don’t exist outside history as autonomous bodies but are part of
history: Each person forms a layer of an ongoing story. Benzo’s works consist of gentle lines and
gradients of mostly soft colors not because they seek to reproduce an object but because, these
contours are closer to feelings he has about being part of something familiar that derive from
various sources like past experiences, readings and other unconscious sources that are not
recognizable to the artist.
‘Some Velvet Morning’ is a song written by Lee Hazlewood and originally recorded by Hazlewood
and Nancy Sinatra in late 1967. Reviewers have offered a variety of interpretations of the song’s
lyrics. Hazlewood confirmed that he was inspired by Greek mythology when writing the song but
that he himself was not sure what the lyrics are meant to express. Pablo Benzo situates himself in
Greece and in an almost timeless artistic practice, titles his work and residency exhibition in a way
that offers endless interpretations.
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NOTES TO EDITORS
— Pablo Benzo (b.1982, Santiago, Chile) currently lives and works in Berlin. He studied graphic
design at the University of Chile in 2009. His work has been featured in numerous solo and group
exhibitions around the world. Selected solo exhibitions include: Inner Landscapes, BC Gallery,
Basel, Switzerland, 2021; El ruido vano en la entrada del silencio, Galerı́a Animal, Santiago, Chile,
2020; The great silence of these distances, Cass Contemporary, Florida, USA, 2019. Selected group
exhibitions include: Domesticity, Vollery Gallery, Dubai, UAE, 2021; Collectiva XII, Galerı́a Animal,
Santiago, Chile, 2020; The new classics show, C.O.A. Gallery, Montreal, Canada, 2019. His work has
been featured in major cultural media such as Juxtapoz and Mutual Art, among others.
DIO HORIA SUMMER PROGRAM
— Current exhibitions in Mykonos

— Current exhibitions in Athens

Pablo Benzo: Some velvet morning
Residency show | Solo show
Dio Horia Mykonos
June 12 - July 9, 2021

Chris Akordalitis: Fragile Gods
Solo show
Dio Horia Athens
May 19 - June 15, 2021

Alexander Ruthner: Volume I
Solo show
Dio Horia Mykonos
June 12 – July 9, 2021
— Upcoming exhibitions in Mykonos

— Upcoming exhibitions in Athens

BUMS curated by SKIP Gallery
Participating artists: Aggtelek, Markus Birdman,
Jeremy Deller X Flying Leaps, Maja Djordjevic, Dion
Kitson, Paul Kindersley, MC Llamas, Sarah Maple,
Morag Myerscough, Elizabeth Prentis, Ally Rosenberg,
Sol Golden Sato, Stuart Semple, David Shrigley, Max
Siedentopf, Xu Yang
Dio Horia Mykonos
July 12 – August 15, 2021

Javier Calleja
Solo Show
Dio Horia Athens
July 1 – August 1, 2021

Emily Ludwig Shaffer
Residency show
Dio Horia Mykonos
29 July - 28 August 2021
Dio Horia Mykonos
Panahra Sq., 84600 Mykonos
Hours:
Daily, 19:00 - 24:00 & by appointment
Tel: +30 2289026429

Dio Horia Project Space in Athens
Mantzouraki 16, 11524, Athens, Greece
Hours:
Tuesday - Friday, 10:00 - 19:00
Saturday, 11:00 - 15:00
Tel: +30 2106714827

Download Press Material here
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